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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 

As this is the last time I will be writing this column, I want to 

take the chance to express my thanks to those special members of the 

Edmonton Centre whose generous contributions of time and effort made 

possible the activities of the 1978 membership year. Dozens of you 

spent several hectic weeks in the planning and production of a remark

ably successful General Assembly , while some of our younger members 

invested many weekends (and hundreds of auto miles) in the search for 

a site appropriate to the proposed centre observatory. More recently, 

a committee of council has finished the enormous task of rewriting the 

Centre bylaws into a form appropriate to our incorporation under the 

provincial Societies Act and better suited to the present and forseen 

future activities of the Centre. 

All of this effort is not typical of an ordinary year in the 

history of our centre, but indicates that 1978 is a year of growth and 

development for our membership and activity level without parallel 1n 

the Centre's history. It has all happened through the efforts of many 

involved individual members and I'll say it again as a closing: to 

those of you who worked so hard for the benefit of the group, thank you 

for your efforts. Let's all look forward to continuing success in 1979. 

Gary Finley 

ED ITOR'S MESSAGE 
To echo the sentiments issued above, 1 would also like to thank 

people -- all those who took the time and made the effort to contribute 

to STARDUST. Of course, it is always the fond dream of every editor of 

all the centre newsletters that massive volumes of contributions will 
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flow in month after month allowing the editor to edit instead of 

forcing !him to write the whole issue himself. I feel very fortunate 

that Edmonton Centre members and other sources have supplied ~e with 

so much material that I need only write 10% to 20% of STARDUST content. 

Again, thanks to all the regulars and irregulars who have contributed 

during 1977/78. Please keep it up (it makes the editor's life so 

much easier) and to everyone else -- do think about what you would 

like to see in these pages. This is, after all, a newsletter for 

Edmonton Centre members, and so items that interest you will also 

probably interest others. If you have any thoughts or ideas, don't 

hesitate to either drop off a suggestion or an article. Both will 

always be gratefully accepted. 

Making the crass assumption that I will be re-elected as Editor 

at the October meeting (see the Nominations article further into 

STARDUST), there is one more touch that I would like to give this 

newsletter during the coming year -- photographs! The process by · 

which this may come about all began when I became Acting Editor of 

NORTH STAR, the newsletter of the Planetarium Association of Canada. 

That newsletter must be produced in such a manner as to insure that 

photographs (Black & White) can be reproduced. This necessity finally 

got me looking for printers and prices. So if all goes well, watch 

for the return of B&W photos to STARDUST (they were included many 

years ago when the newsletter was smaller and had a different format). 

As a result of the above statements, I NEED Black and White 

prints of astronomical objects. Ideally I would like a variety of 

astronomical stuff (ie old comet photos, the moon at various phases, 

star clusters, galaxies planets and/or whatever). This would allow 

me to produce a montage of objects as a centre-fold, and see what 

reproduces well and what does not. Any prints sent to me will be 
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treated with Tender Loving Care and wil l be returned. Now of course 

there also arises the question of cost ••• is the editor going to go 

wild and spend all the extra money that the increased fees will bring 

in? Not a chance. However, I do feel that the Edmonton Centre can 

afford to spend a little bit on its newsletter. Please stop and 

consider for a moment the fact that during the past four years this 

newsletter has been typed by various Planetarium receptionists and 

has been run off on City of Edmonton equipment AT NO COST TO THE 

CENTRE! Last year, if the Centre had been charged for these services 

by the City, the bill would have amounted to over $1~000 for the 1977-

78 season! I think that the Centre owes a large "Thank You" to the 

City and to the director of the Planetarium, John Hau1t, for looking 

after the Edmonton Centre in this manner . Hence, I do feel that some 

expenditure for STARDUST (other than mailing costs) is in order, and 

I intend to pursue the photographic question to its picturesque 

conclusion. 

Paul Deans 

PLANETARIUM NEWS 
On September 26, we opened our fall feature, entitled "Sentinels : 

The Case for Ancient Astronauts" . As our press release puts it: 

"'Sentinels' is a critical examination of the silent mysteries of the 

ancient world in a search for proof of alien visitations". We take 

the same evidence, the same sites and the same structures that Erich 

von Daniken constantly refers to, and essentially provide the case 

for the opposite point of view - - the view that nowhere in the world 

do we find any ancient sites that could not have been built by humans, 

for human reasons, and with human techniques. The programme continues 

until December 3. 
Alan Dyer 
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NOMINATIONS 
The Nominating Committee for the election of officers for the 

1978-79 Edmonton Centre year has been desperately turning heads and 

twisting arms during the past few weeks. The perpetrators (Alan Dyer, 

Paul Deans and Gary Finley) slaved over hot lunches to prepare the 

following list of suitable candidates for the honoured positions: 

Past President: 
President: 
Vice-President: 
Secretary: 
Treasurer: 
Editor, STARDUST: 
Observing Chairperson: 
Librarian: 
National Office Representative: 
Social Committee Chairperson: 

Gary Finley 
Alan Dyer 
Ted Cadien 
Ivan Rogers 
Christine Kulyk 
Paul Deans 
Mark Leenders 
Stewart Krysko 
Alan Dyer 
Audrey Loehde 

If you are feeling left out of the action, or if you don't like the 

choices, then DO NOT REMAIN QUIET. Nominations from the floor can 

be made at the October meeting, and a vote will take place at that 

time. If no nominations from the floor are made, then the slate will 

be declared elected by acclaimation. 

BANQUET 
The umpteenth annual Edmonton Centre R.A.S.C. Banquet will once 

again be held at the beautiful Riviera Motor Hotel, 5339 Calgary Trail 

on MONDAY NOVEMBER 13, 1978. The bar will open at 6:30 pm, with the 

dinner commencing at 7:30 pm . The cost for this evening of food and 

fun will be a mere $7.25 (those with long memories will recall that 

last year's frolic cost $7 .00 ••• so an inflation rate of 4% ain't bad). 

Dress (yes, please. The management reserves the right . to refuse to 

serve those who appear in their all-togethers.) 
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Seriously though, the guest speaker for the evening will be G.F.R. 

Ellis, who ' is at the University of Alberta on a one year leave of 

absence (as a Visiting Full Professor) from the Department of Applied 

Mathematics, University of Cape Town. He specializes in theoretical 

work in the fields of relativity and cosmology, and has co-authored a 

book with Stephen Hawking of black hole fame. Dr. Ellis will discus s 

various aspects of cosmology, the future of the universe and other 

cosmological'tidbits. That's Monday November 13, at the Riviera. 

FIRST LIGHT 
You are invited to a howl 

of an opening -- the Ellerslie 

Observatory's 'First Light' 

on Friday the 13th of October. 

Flap on down, or simply appear 

at 7:00 pm. A bonfire will be 

provided (around which various 

pagan ceremonies will be per

formed), but do. bring your own 

food, witches brew and, of 

course, telescopes. Let Tony 

put the bite on you (as it 

were) to help him celebrate 

the completion of his project. 

That's Friday, Oct 13, 1978, 

when Anthony Whyte" s telescope 

will finally see the light of 

night! Come ,one, come all. 

Bring a friend and inject some 

fresh blood into the Centre!! 
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fROM OTHER CENTRES 
The Ultimate Graze 

It occurred "to me that the edge of the path of totality is 

ana1agous to ~ graze, and that to observe it would require a sim

ilar approach: i.e. to establish a line of observers at right 

angles to the path, and see who drew the misfortune of the short 

straw and missed the last eclipse of the century by THAT MUCH! 

I couldn't bring ~yse1f to ask anybody to be part of such a team; 

certainly I couldn't be the one to assign the stations along the 

observer path. However, there is an approach. 
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Over the long path of this eclipse there will be hundreds of 

observers among the general public. , If we can get people near the 

edge of the path to write us their observations, just to describe 

whether totality really occurred at their location, or whether from 

the particular snowban~ in' which they were stuck the diamond ring 

or the corona never appeared, then among the reports we got, there 

might be enough good ones to pin down the edge qf the path (or 

both edges, for that matter) with reasonable accuracy. At least 

enough to adjudicate between Bill Peters and Fred Espenek! 

How about it, gang? Is it worth a try? 

(Winn!centrics, Vol 17, U 5, June/7a) Frank Shinn 

ASTRONOMY UPDATE 
Recent Results of Research in 'Astronomy 

A study of 10 x-ray burst sources has revealed certain common 

properties. These objects are widely believed to be associated 
• 
~ith neutron stars as are the x-ray pulsars but, unlike the 

,-~~-¥ ~ho~~ V-Tav uQriAhilttv is not oeriodic. The x-radiation 
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may be due to a nuclear flash: nuclear fusion reactions ignited in 

material as it falls onto the hot surface of the neutron star. Both 

the sizes and the total emitted energy are very nearly the same for 

all the bursters. The radii are approximately 7 km. 

(Nature 274, 650, 17 August 1978) 

There are several independent methods for estimating the age of 

the Universe. It is also possible to estimate this important quan

tity in a way in which the constraints of the various methods are 

combined so as to reduce the allowable range of values while satis

fying the requirements of an adopted cosmological model. Such an 

approach has given an age of 13.5 to 15.5 billiqn years, and is 

consistent with an open model of the Universe, i.e. expansion for-

ever. 

(Nature 274, 672, 17 August 1978) 

The mos't common binary stars known are the RS Canum Venaticorum 

type systems, detached 8ubgiants of type K with F to G secondaries 

and periods between 1 and 15 days. The light curves change with time, 

radio emission has been detected from several systems, and at least 
o three, including the naked-eye star HR1099 - BD+O 616, are X-ray 

" sources. The radio and X-ray flares may be analogous (though on a 

different scale) to those associated with solar flares. A weaker 

background X-radiation may come from a hot corona, and the light 

curve variations may be associated with star spots. 

(Nature, 274, 569, 10 August 1978) 

D.P. Hube 

SOl. III 
It is almost twenty years sinc e M-82 was accepted as being an 
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exploding gal axy. The evidence for such a conclusion was spectac

ular: large filaments of hydrogen gas radiating outward from the 

galaxy's core at velocities of up to 1,000 kilometers per second. 

Over the years the explosion hypothesis was refined and confirmed 

by spectroscopic evidence. However, in 1976 and 1977 some pub

lished reports cast doubt on this hypothesis by suggesting that the 

observed velocities were the result of M-S2 passing through the 

dusty halo surrounding the whole M-81/82 system. But now two 

Brit.ish astronomers using the Isaac Newton reflector at Herstmon

ceus, England have produced new, compelling spectroscopic evidence 

that more than ever supports the exploding galaxy idea. Their data 

suggest that the filaments are indeed rushing out from the galactic 

core. 

(Nature, Vol. 274, No. 5666, pp. 37-38) 

West German space scientists are preparing a bizarre new satel

lite for launch at the end of next year by a European Space Agency 

Ariane rocket from the Kourou space complex in French Guinea. Pic

turesquely named Feuerrad-Satellit (Firewheel satellite), it will 

carry four subsatellites made in Germany, Britain, the United 

States and possib~y the Soviet Union. The subsatellites will re

lease clouds of ionized barium and lithium creating clouds of 

plasma. The effect of the earth's magnetic field on the plasma 

will be observed by the satellites, from the ground and from air

craft. It is hoped that the information gained will aid the de

velopment of fusion experi ments in which a hot plasma is confined 

by strong magnetic f i elds . 

(New Scientist, Vol. 79 , No. 1116, p. 474) 

One of NASA's newest satellites, Seasat, launched on June 26 
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into a circular 800-kilometer orbit, is providing a new look at our 

planet. Seasat carries a special radar whose 2 . 2-by-10.?-meter an

tenna works electronically as the equi valent of a conventional rada r 

antenna 14.8 kilometers long. This r adar provides images of ocean 

waves, ice and landforms with a resolution of 25 meters or less. 

Unfortunately the radar spews out data so fast - at 110 million bits 

of data per second - that it can be ut ilized only when the satellite 

is within range of the three ground tracking stat i ons equipped for 

that volume of data. 

(Science News, Vol. 114, No.· 6, p . 89 ) 

Anthony Whyte 

50 & lOa YEARS AGO 
OCTOBER, 1928: 

"Revue Scierttifiq\le of Aug. 11 contai ns an illustrated article 

on the planet Mercury by M.L. Rudaux, who has been observing the 

planet at intervals since 1893 at his observatory at Douville. His 

aperature of 4 inches is rather small f or this purpose, but he enj oys 

a good atmosphere and several of the sketches reproduced show a con

siderable amount of detail. His chart of t he planet resembles in 

many of its features that published a year ago by M.E.M. Antodiadi 

trom ' his studies with the great Meudon rafractor. Both charts show 

the dusky regions much broader t han the narrow streaks in Sciapar

elli's chart; for some markings all three charts agree, so these 

can be accepted with much confidence. " 

"The photography of Venus in light of different wavelengths was 

undertaken by Mr. F.E. Ross during a very f avourable elongation i n 

June ~ July 1927, using the Mount Wilson 6D-inch and IOO-inch 
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reflectors. Owing to the greater penetrating power of long waves, 

it was hoped that photographs taken by red or infrared light might 

show some details of the true surface; it was found however that 

such photographs actually showed no detail, whereas many markings 

were clearly visible in photographs taken in ultraviolet light. 

The author suggests as ~ tentative explanation the existence of a 

very dense yellowish lower atmosphere above which lies a thin 

strat,um of cirrus cloud." 

OCTOBER, 1878: 
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"The great swarm of meteors through which the earth passed on 

the evening of November 27, .1872, and which were found to be moving 

in the orbit of Biela's comet, must have been descending to a , 
perihelion passage one month later, or about December 27. The 

comet not having been observed as such since the autumn of 1852, 

when both parts into which it was separated in 1846 were recovered, 

we may take this date as a new point of departure, assuming for 

the present that in followi ng the great ·assemb1age of meteoric 

bodies seen in November , 1872, we are following what now remains of 

the comet." 

"Mr. John Tebbutt, of Windsor, New South Wales, announces his 

observation of the comet of Encke, in the evening twilight on 

August 3, with the aid of t he late Dr. von Asten's ephemeris, 

which had reached him on July 22. On August 5 it was pretty 

bright in a 4~-inch refractor notwithstanding the moonlight, and 
J 

Mr. Tebbutt hoped to secure a good series of positions. This comet 

has not passed unobserved at any appearance since its periodicity 

was discovered by Encke nearly sixty years ago." 

Edited from Nature Anthony Whyte 
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INTERSTELLAR SPACEfLIGHT 
SPACEFLIGHT. COLONIZATION AND INDEPENDENCE -- A Precis* 

by Michael Michaud 

Sooner or later. an unmanned· interstellar probe will send back 

reports on its target system which are promising enought to warrant 

the next step in the human expansion: the manned starship. Per

haps we will know enough by then to have the first manned starship 

under construction. Perhaps Solar System space arks will have e

volved t? the point that they could be adapted to manned interstellar 

flight. Or perhaps a decision will be made that a manned scout must 

survey the target .system before the colonists go. Whatever the de

cision. the finding of a feasible colonization site in another sys

tem will trigger a nearly irreversible chain of events that will 

change Man's perception of his place in the Universe, and carry him 

outward to the stars. 

To many . manned interstellar flight and colonization now seem 

too difficult and too remote in time to consider seriously. Even 

an optimist would agree that the technological, economic, and polit

ical base for space flight mus t expand beyond that needed for un

manned probes to support the greater costs and meet the greater cha1-
I 

1enges of manned interstellar flight. But that base almost certain-

ly will expand rapidly enough to make manned interstellar flight 

Possible within the next century and colonization will be a natural 

extension of that capability. 

Our science and technology will not remain static while we ex

plore the Solar System. and will be spurred by the experiences and 
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challenges we encounter. Solar System civilization will continue 

to grow and diversify while we await the results of the first 

unmanned interstellar probes. If we cannot achieve average veloc

ities of over 0.1 c, the time lag will be fifty years or more, a 

long time during the early, dynamic years of a new civilization. 

The base of resources, technology, skills, and finance will be 

much larger by the time we have the probe results, making the buil

ding and support of manned starships more feasible and less of a 

drain on the Gross Human Product. The scientific and technological . 
feedback from interstellar probes will be specifically applicable 

to the design of manned starships, and the probes will tell us 

much about the interstellar environment. Perhaps most important is 

the fact that manned starships and colonization ventures will 

attract greater public and political interest than the unmanned 

probes. Given the expanded perceptions and capabilities of Solar 

System civilization, a wider variety of groups may have the will, 

resources, and ability to build ships of their own. 

*Originally published in Jour. Brit. Interplan. Soc., Vol. 30, 

No.6, pp. 202-212 

Anthony Whyte 

SPACE MISSION TO A COMET 
Comets hold clues to the secrets of wide-ranging questions 

in astronomy, chemistry , even biology. How do molecuies behave 

near the sun? How do stars "burn" their nuclear fuels? How did 

life arise on earth? Ground-based and satellite observations can 

provide some answers, but they have limits. Many astronomers now 

believe that the time has come for a space mission to a comet to 

find out more. 
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But to what comet? Most new, or long-period comets are usually 

not discovered until they are fairly close to the sun. Often it is 

only a few weeks or months before such a comet has passed perihelion 

(closest approach to the sun) and receded to large distances again 

on its outward journey. Often scientists do not have necessary 

lead time to prepare observing programs on earth much less to 

launch ao spacecraft toward a newly discovered comet -- on such 

short notice! However, there is a c l ass of comets known as the shor t 

period, or periodic comets, that circumvents this problem. Having 

periods between 3.3 °and 200 years, they are seen at successive pas

sages around the sun, and have orbits that are accurately determined 

far into the future. For example, it is known that Halley's Comet 

will next pass perihelion on February 9, 1986 at about 11 a.m. East

ern Standard Time - with an uncertainty of perhaps plus or minus six 

hours. A space mission to a periodic comet could be planned years in 

advance. 

A spacecraft could "flyby," or "rendezvouso" with a periodic 

comet. In a flyby, the spacecraft and comet are in different orbits. 

Encounter occurs at a distance and lasts only hours. By contrast, in 

a rendezvous, the spacecraft's motion is made to match the comet's. 

The encounter time can be months or more, and the craft could even 

touch the comet nucleus. The advantage to a flyby is that it could 

be accomplished with conventional ballistic rocket propulsion, but 

because some of the most desirable experim t ld b f d en s cou not e per orme 
during a flyby, many astronomers favor a rend ezvous mission o- par-
ticularly one to Halley's Comet in 1985-86. 

The energy needed to convert a spacecraft's b or it from the 
near circular one of the earth to the elongated ellipse of a 
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periodic comet such as Halley's is very great, however, and re

quires a non-standard propulsion system. Conventional liquid roc

kets develop a great deal of t hrust, but only for short periods of 

time. The Comet Halley Science Working Group recommends an ion 

engine drive, which delivers propulsion through the acceleration 

of charged mercury atoms. Although it is of low thrust, it can 

work continuously over years, and in time can actually propel a 

space vehicle to a higher velocity. Dr. Kenneth Atkins and assoc

iates at Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California, have proposed a 

Comet Halley mission utilizing ion prop~lsion. The spacecraft 

would be launched in mid-1982 from the Space Shuttle in earth 

orbit. It would travel outward almost to Jupiter's orbit, where 

it' would execute a "u Turn" and begin moving toward the sun. The 

inbound Comet Halley would be overtaking the spacecraft at this 

point, and actual rendezvous would occur just outside the earth's 

orbit in late 1985, about 50 days before perihelion. 
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The prospects for a Halley's rendezvous mission, however, ap

pear" poor at this time. NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C., has 

not yet endorsed the idea (some journals and U.S . newspapers have 

reported that NASA has abandoned the plan, but these accounts may 

be premature). In any case, time is becoming a critical factor, 

because a 1986 rendevous requires a launch date in 1982, and con

struction of the spacecraft should begin no later than 1979. If 

NASA has not proposed funding to Congress by about the turn of 

the year, a rendezvous with the famous Halley's - which would 

probably command the same wide public support as the more expensive 

U.S. Viking Missions to Mars - will not be possible. A scientific

ally less productive flyby could still take place in that event , 



however, as well as rendezvous missions via ion propulsion to much 

less spectacular comets - such as Encke' s - in the later 1980's. 
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In a rendezvous mission to Halley's (or in broad outline to 

another comet), the spacecraft would approach the nucleus slowly, 

according to the preliminary str ategy ~ormulated by the Comet Halley 

Science Working Group. During the descent, mass spectrometers 

would make measurements to identify the neutral and ionized mole

cular constituents of the coma. Near the nucleus, scientists would 

have their first look at the unknown "parent" molecules. A dust 

analyzer should be able to determine the amount, composition, and 

distribution of individual dust grain masses. Navigation of the 

spacecraft during its descent through the atmosphere would be con-. 
trolled by a radar altimeter. The t ime delay between transmis~ion 

and reception of radar signals would allow a calculation of the 

distance to the nucleus. An exciting product .of the altimeter 

data is that the change of distance with time would provide an est

imate of the mass of the nucleus . 

During the approach phase, a high resolution television camera 

would scan the inner coma in order to detect the nucleus. If suc

cessful l, this operation would give important information on its 

size, shape, and rotation. 

At some stage in the mission, the spacecraft would probably be 

maneuvered down the ion tail where experiments would be conducted to 

determine the speed of ionized molecules flowing down the tail, as 

well as the strength of the magnetic field thought to exist there. 

After reaching a distan·ce of about 250 ,000 kilometers from the nuc

leus, the spacecraft would re~erse its course and reapproach the 



nucleus. Because the ion engine i 's of low thrust, these maneuvers 

would take a considerable amount of time: the trip down the ion 

tail and back would ,take about three months. 
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At the end of the rendezvous mission, an actual landing on the 

nucleus could take place. If successful, some of the mission's 

most interesting scientific experiments could be performed. In 

one, the high resolution camera would be pointed at the surface to 

look for individual condensations. If the nuclear ice is not 

smooth, but clumpy, the size of the clumps might indicate the 

basic process of agglomeration in the original solar nebula. In 

another, a shaft would be drilled into the surface to determine the 

strength of the nuclear ice. Magnetometer measurements would re

veal whether the nucleus has its own magnetic field as the ' earth 

does. These are but a few of many other experiments that scien

tists wish to perform. 

Man has been' to the moon, and sent robot spacecraft to many 

of the planets and their satellites. The comets soon will have 

their turn - and they may provide more answers about our universe 

and the life in it than any other class of celestial object. Be 

prepared for some surprises! 

(The following is part of a letter'received this June which des

scribes the current status of proposed comet missions. Ed.) 

At present, no funds have been committed by NASA Headquarters 

(Washington, D.C.) for a mission to any comet. Due to the early 

launch date required for the much publicized Rendezvous Mission 

to Halley (launch date in 1982), 1978 January 1 was approximately 
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the last possible date for approval of the Mission; hence, the one 

thing of which everybody is certain is that there will be no Halley 

Rendezvous Mission. 

Other missions are, of course, still capable of producing good 

comet science, and the NASA Comet Science Working Group (CSWG) un

der the direction of Dr. Michael J.S. Beltion is continuing to meet 

despite the no-go status of the RaIley Rendezvous. The mission pre

sently under the most consideration is a rendezvous mission to the 

periodic comet P/Tempel-2 (rendezvous in 1988), with an enroute bal

listic intercept of Halley. Although we would prefer more time in 

the vicinity of Halley's Comet, this "two for the price of one" 

mission can potentially tell us a great deal about the similarities 

and differences between two rather disparate comets . 

Included in the mission would probably be a daughter probe to 

be released shortly before Halley intercept. Its purpose would be 

to explore some basic properties of the head region of Halley's 

Comet, such as types and abundances of neutral and ionic molecules, 

magnetic and electric fields, the comet/sol~r wind interaction, and 

dust properties such as size distribution and compositon. The pur

pose of the probe is to perform important science for Halley in 

possibly hazardous conditions (namely , dust impact on instruments 

near the nucleus), and yet avoid endangering the Tempel-2 component 

of the mission. I should probably reiterate that all of this is 

still in the planning stage -- the CSWG has not yet reached a con

sensus on mission profiies, and no mission has been approved by 

NASA Headquarters as yet . 

Malcolm B Niedner Jr. 

"Space Mission to a Comet" was reprinted with permission from 

COMET NEWS SERVICE. 
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DISPLAYS 
For the past two months, Dave Belcher, Dave Holmgren, Andrew 

Lowe, Lori Walton and I have been planning a display on astronomy. 

The display (if approved by council) will tour the major shopping 

centers this coming winter and spring. 

The idea for such a display came after hearing Ken Hewitt

White's GA Paper on the successful public astronomy program in 

Vancouver. The five of us, working on this project, . thought that 

some sort of public astronomy program done here (if done right) 

would stimulate public interest in astronomy and benefit the 

RASC. After much thought on the matter, we decided on an astron

omy display that would tour the public libraries, be used at 

Starnight, etc. One factor that greatly influenced the decision 

was the desire to complete the project using only RASC Edmonton . 
Center resources·. In the plan-group' s opinion, this can be ac

complished. 

The display has been planned so it fulfills two main purposes. 

The first is to inform the public about a major part of our en

vironment: the universe. The second purpose is to let those who 

are interested in astronomy, know there is a society they can join 

to pursue their interests. 

There are three major sections in the display with a fourth 

section as an option. The first section deals with the RASC it

self. Information on the history of and activities ~f the RASe 

make up the bulk of this section. The second section deals with 

astronomy. This section is divided into three subsections: 
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1. History 

2. Objects (sun, moon, planets, etc.) 

3. Astronomical Instruments 

The third and final · section is devoted to trying to provide an idea 

of the vastness and age of the universe. As an option, telescopes 

will be set up in .a small corner of parking l ots for public viewing 

of the sun if .the shopping centers permit this. 

Now comes the punch line. The public astronomy display project 

needs the support of you, the general membership. We plan to display 

work done by memb~rs to show the public what can be done with equip

ment available to the amateur astronomer. If you have any astro

photos you would not mind loaning for use in the display (or allow

ing us to copy the originals ) , please let us know as we need all we 

can get. 

Kevin Berglund 

O BSERVING NO TES 
Mercury - poorly placed for viewing throughout October. 

Venus - can be found very low i n the southwest at sunset. Great-

. est brilliancy is on the 3rd • 

Mars 0 
the southwest horizon at - is only 10 aQove sunset. 

Jupiter - rises at midnight and is high in the south at sunrise . 

Saturn - in Leo, it rises 3~ hours bef ore t he sun. 

This ·month, watch for : Mars 40 South of the moon on the 4th, 

Venus ~Oo South of the moon also on t he 4th , Aldebaron 0.50 South 

of the moon on the 19th, Venus 70 South of Mars on the 20th, Jupiter 

40 North of the 0 h moon on the 24th , Mercury 5 North of Venus on t e 
o 

26th and Saturn 3 North of the Moon on the 27th. 



· ' The Orionid Meteor Shower peaks on the morning of October 21. 

Upwards of 25 meteors per hour may be seen, if the Last Quarter 

Moon doesn't interfere too much. November 4 is the peak of the S. 

Taurids, a sma~l shower with an hourly rate of only 15 meteors. 

A nova is currently visible in binoculars. Nova Cygni was 

discovered on September 10 by Peter L. Collins, Mount Hopkins Ob

servatory. The magnitude at the time of discovery was 6.8 (In

spection of plates of the region taken on September 2 showed no 

object brighter than magnitude 14 in the nova's position.) The 

nova is located at: R.A. 21h 40m 38.28s and DEC. 43
0 

48' 09.8". 

Further magnitude estimates of the nova include: Sept. 10@6.8/ 

12@6.2/12@6.4/13@6.~/14@6.4. Information was obtained from IAV 

Circulars 3263, 3264, and 3267. (New data suggests that the nova 

had faded by September 18 to magnitude 7.3 or so. 

OBSERVER'S CORNER 
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If you don't know about the Isaac Newton Telescope, Ektachrome 

400 film, the advantages of large format photography, . and what the 

R.A.S.C. public displays committee is doing, then you've been missing 

the bi-weekly Observer's . Corner meetings! These informal get-togethers 

held in a living-room atmosphere, are occasions for all R.A.S.C. 

Dlembers to learn about astronomy from other members. Each OC (as we 

have come to call them) features a short presentation from one or more 

R.A.S.C. members, usually dealing with their particular interest in 

astronomy. The rest of the time is devoted to general conversation, 

project planning, reports of observing activities, slides, etc. 

Compar ed to the monthly meetings, the OC's are less hectic, less 

formal, less crowded, and more relaxed -- an atmosphere much more 

conducive f or getting to know each other. If you have something to 
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say about astronomy, from what you observed last weekend to what you 

plan to do for the eclipse, we would like to hear from you! 

In addition to the above-mentioned topic s , recent meetings held 

through the summer have covered the Astronomy Camp in Holland, lunar , 

solar, auroral and deep-sky photography attemp ts, solar eclipse plans , 

equipment supplier information, electronic drive correctors, and a 

host of other relevant and practi cal topics for the active observing 

amateur. 

Future meetings will feature a series of 7 "Astrophotography Work

shops" -- a step-by-step introduc tion to the subject, from basics to 

the exotic techniques. These will be an added attraction of each 

Observer's Corner throughout the autumn and early winter season, 

leading up to the eclipse and how to photograph it. Here are the 

t opics that will be covered in detail: 

Oct 15 - Astrophotography with Camera & Tripod 
Nov 12 - Prime Focus Lunar and Sol ar Photography 
Nov 26 - Eyepiece Projection Lunar & Plane tary Photography 
Dec 10 - Piggyback Deep-Sky Photography 
Jan 07 - Prime-Focus Deep-Sky Pho tography 
Jan 21 - Exotic Techniques & Films 
Feb 04 - Eclipse Photography 

In addition to these workshops, feature topics for upcoming OC's will 

include the following: 

Oct 15 - Darrell Cross: on his telescope 
Oct 29 - . A Solar Observing Potpourri (bring your slides!) 
Nov 12 - An Aurora Observing Poppourri (bring more slides!) 
Nov 26 - What REALLY Happened on Mauna Kea (A .. Dyer & D. Belcher ) 

Observer's Corner meetings are held in the University of Alberta 

Physics building, Room 445 (4th floor, the Coffee Lounge), on alter

nate Sunday afternoons at 1:30 pm. Everyone Welcome! 

Mark Leenders 
Observing Chairperson 
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ECLIPSE UPDATE 
the key word for anyone attempting to view the solar eclipse of 

February 26, 1979 is MOBILITY. The weather is usually not coo"pera~ive 

when it comes time to view once-in-a-lifetime events such as eclipses 

and if you are by necessity stuck in one spot on eclipse day, then you 

had best pray for good ~eather. Chartered buses, vans and even cars 

should provide the observer with an improved chance of finding a clear 

patch in the sky. This is particularly true in Manitoba, where the 

probability of having clear (0 - 2 tenths cloud cover) skies lies 

be~een 40% and 50%. 

This eclipse is unusual in that two-dimensional mobility is easy 

to obtain within the path of totality. In Manitoba, east-west motion 

is excellent, with the Trans-Canada Highway (4-line, divided) running 

from Winnipeg, through Portage la Prairie to Brandon. North-south 

mobility is also possible, with Highways 7 and 8 running north from 

Winnipeg, Highway 6 angling north-west from Winnipeg (all three high

ways will eventually put the traveller onto the centreline of totality) 

and Highway 10 heading north and south from Brandon. A word of warning 

from Bill Peters in Winnipeg. Manitoba highways are slightly elevated 

so that the wind tends to sweep them clear of drifting snow. Since 

swirling snow would tend to be rather unpleasant while trying to see 

the eclipse, those who are mobile might think of hopping from town to 

town in search of a hole in any cloud cover present. 

For those contemplating driving to, the. eclipse, a special map of 

Manitoba has been prepared that shows the northern and southern limits 

of totality. You may obtain the map by writing to: Manitoba Govern

ment Travel, 304-200 Vaughan Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C ITS. Ask 

for the 1978/79 Official Highway Map with the 1979 Eclipse plot. 
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Mr. Daniel Wright is eclipse co-ordinator for the Winnipeg Centr e 

of the R.A.S.C. He can be contacted at 264 Winterton Avenue, Winnipeg, 

Manitoba R2K 1K1 (204-667-8875). 

Paul Deans 

SPECIAL ORDER 
A number of us from the Observers Corner will be ordering special 

Kodak spectroscopic films from a supplier in the U.S.A. These black 

and white films are specifically designed for the long exposures used 

in astrophotography. , The use and processing of these films will be 

discussed in the Astrophotography workshops to be held by the Observer's 

Group. 

We will make a joint purchase from ASTRO-CARDS of Pennsylvania . 

Their price list can be found by referring to the 'Index of Advertisers' 

in any recent issue of Sky & Telescope . A 50% increase should be 

applied to the u.S. prices to reflect exchange rates, duty, federal 

sales tax, etc. For further informati on, contact Ted Cadien Jr. at 

436-0640 (from 8 to 4:30) 

Ted Cadien J r. 

NASA NEWS 
NASA's Voyager 1 has completed its transit of the asteroid bel t, 

leaving the region Sept. 8. , Voyager 2 will exit ,on Oct. 21. The 

asteroid belt is a band of rock and dus t some 360 million kilometres 

wide. At one time scientists bel ieved the belt 'might constitute an 

impassable hazard for spacecraft bound f or the outer planets. Voyager 

1 wi ll pass 286 000 km from Jupi t er on March 5, 1979, while Voyager 2 

will pass 643 000 km from the giant planet in July 1979 . Both craft 

will continue on to Saturn , arr iving in 1980 and 1981 respectively. 
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If this issue of STARDUST arrives 

at your place on Friday, then 

there is still time to enjoy this 

spectacle. Wander down to the 

Four Seasons and I'm sure you'll 

find 'the door' at which to late 

register. If today is Tuesday 

Oct. 10, then you've missed all 

the fun and frolic (but since 

ads appeared in previous STARDUST 

issues, don't say you were not 

warned) • 

Another year is upon us, but this year is different since it will 

cost more to belong to the Edmonton Centre of the R.A.S.C. Anijual 

dues are as follows: ADULT MEMBERSHIP $20.00 
STUDENT (Under 18) $12.00 
ASSOCIATE MEMBER $ 8.00 

(open only to spouse/children of an Adult, 
Student of Life member of the R.A.S.C.) 

Our Treasurer, Christine Kulyk, will be happy to take your dues at the 

October 16 meeting. BANQUET: Please let Christine know if you are 

coming, and if at all possible, PLEASE PAY FOR YOUR BANQUET TICKET AT 

THE OCTOBER MEETING -- $7.25 per person (cheap!). Buy NOW, avoid the 
Christmas rush!!! 
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